
THINKING AND REAL WORSHIP 
 

Actual worship is also in thinking and contemplation, 

Muslims should think and worship Allah by discovering his 

read book, in themselves and in the world around them. I 

saw Muslims during performing Omrah are crowded to 

recite Koran and worship Allah, I said to them: 

O Muslims, who made the rosary we use to glorify 

Allah? Who made the carpet on which we perform prayers? 

Who determine the times of prayers for you? Who made the 

telescope to look beyond your sight? Who made alternative 

teeth for you? Who made medicines to treat you? 

This is what we should read in the book of Allah. The 

book of Allah is both that we read in the copy of Koran and 

that we read in the universe and this is what Allah The 

Generous and The Creator ordered us to live and discover. 

See what Allah says: 

"We will show them Our Signs in the universe, and in 

their own selves, until it becomes manifest to them that this 

(Koran) is the truth." 41-53 

Our sir Abdullah Ibn Mas'ood said: 

"The messenger of Allah (May the blessings and peace 

of Allah be upon him) only left us after he mentioned us 

knowledge about every bird flying in the sky by its wings."
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What has happened to us? Even the medical aims of 

acts of worship are discovered to us by disbelievers, they 

mentioned aims for Salat, sportive aims from doing bowing, 

prostrating and standing and medical aims from doing 

ablution and purification before it and standing in front of 

Allah five times a day at fixed times, we perform prayers to 

worship Allah and are contented with this and we think that 

we do what Allah wants from us, Allah says about believers 

who understand: 
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 Abu-Tharr said: "The messenger of Allah died after he mentioned us knowledge about every bird 

flying by its wings." 

 



"Verily! In the creation of the heavens and the earth, 

and in the alternation of night and day, there are indeed signs 

for men of understanding." 3-190 

Who are they O our Lord? 

"Those who remember Allah (always, and in prayers) 

standing, sitting, and lying down on their sides," 

Only this? No. 

"And think deeply about the creation of the heavens and 

the earth," 3-191 


